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Running The Gauntlet Battles For The Barents Sea
This study of the Battle of Vicksburg offers “a thorough campaign history . . . and 30 instructional leadership vignettes” by a Citadel tactical
officer (Military Review). Considered by many historians to be the truly decisive battle of the Civil War, Vicksburg is fascinating on many
levels. A focal point of both western armies, the campaign of maneuver that finally isolated the Confederates in the city was masterful. The
Navy’s contribution to the Union victory was significant. The human drama of Vicksburg’s beleaguered civilian population is compelling, and
the Confederate cavalry dashes that first denied the Union victory are thrilling. But the key to the federal victory at Vicksburg was simply
better leadership. It is this aspect of the campaign that The Campaigns for Vicksburg, 1862–1863 seeks to explore. The first section of this
book familiarizes the reader with the challenges, characteristics, and styles associated with leadership during the Civil War in general. It also
outlines the Vicksburg campaign, from the failed attempts at capture to the brilliant maneuvers and logistics that allowed Grant to ultimately
lay siege. The second section of the book contains thirty “leadership vignettes” that span the actions of the most senior leaders down to
those of individual soldiers. Each vignette explains the action in terms of leadership lessons learned and concludes with a short list of “takeaways” to crystallize the lessons for the reader. This study covers many of the Civil War’s most famous commanders who vied for the Rebel
“Gibraltar on the Mississippi” and reveals important lessons on decision-making that still apply to this day.
For the first time, convincing locations have been found for all King Arthur’s battles.The inspiration for King Arthur’s Battle for Britain came
from Eric’s discovery of an ancient Latin text in the British Library that listed the twelve battles of King Arthur. This presented an immediate
challenge because only a few of the battle sites mentioned had been previously identified. After a decade searching mountains and moors
throughout Britain, guided by references from early sources, Eric believes he has found convincing locations for all of Arthur’s battles.By
developing an imaginary scenario for each battle in the chronological order of the text, a believable storyline has emerged depicting Arthur’s
struggle to defend his country against nine different enemies, including dissident Britons as well as the invading Angles and Saxons. Eric has
also discovered that it was Arthur’s own kith and kin who plotted his demise at the battle of Camlan. By linking clues interwoven with early
poetry and legendary texts, Eric has been able to suggest the name of the Romano-British city most likely to have been King Arthur’s
‘Camelot’ and has also identified the site of Arthur’s military headquarters in the west. His search for new evidence confirms the location of
Camlan and reveals the real Isle of Avalon, where Arthur was finally laid to rest.King Arthur’s Battle for Britain will appeal to anyone
interested in the Arthurian period and the legend of King Arthur. Eric has been inspired by Geoffrey Ashe’s The Quest for Arthur’s Britain
and John Morris’ The Age of Arthur.
Winner of the Christopher Award and the New York City Book Award Winner of the 2016 Wheatley Book Award in Nonfiction A history of
African Americans in New York City from the 1910s to 1960, told through the life of Samuel Battle, the New York Police Department’s first
black officer. When Samuel Battle broke the color line as New York City’s first African American cop in the second decade of the twentieth
century, he had to fear his racist colleagues as much as criminals. He had to be three times better than his white peers, and many times more
resilient. His life was threatened. He was displayed like a circus animal. Yet, fearlessly claiming his rights, he prevailed in a four-decade
odyssey that is both the story of one man’s courageous dedication to racial progress and a harbinger of the divisions between police and the
people they serve that plague twenty-first-century America. By dint of brains, brawn, and an outsized personality, Battle rode the forward
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wave of African American history in New York. He circulated among renowned turn-of-the-century entertainers and writers. He weathered
threatening hostility as a founding citizen of black Harlem. He served as “godfather” to the regiment of black soldiers that won glory in World
War I as the “Hellfighters of Harlem.” He befriended sports stars like Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, and Sugar Ray Robinson, and he bonded with
legendary tap dancer Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. Along the way, he mentored an equally smart, equally tough young man in a still more brutal
fight to integrate the New York Fire Department. At the close of his career, Battle looked back proudly on the against-all-odd journey taken by
a man who came of age as the son of former slaves in the South. He had navigated the corruption of Tammany Hall, the treachery of
gangsters like Lucky Luciano and Dutch Schultz, the anything-goes era of Prohibition, the devastation of the Depression, and the race riots
that erupted in Harlem in the 1930s and 1940s. By then he was a trusted aide to Mayor Fiorello La Guardia and a friend to First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt. Realizing that his story was the story of race in New York across the first half of the century, Battle commissioned a biography to
be written by none other than Langston Hughes, the preeminent voice of the Harlem Renaissance. But their eighty-thousand-word
collaboration failed to find a publisher, and has remained unpublished since. Using Hughes’s manuscript, which is quoted liberally throughout
this book, as well as his own archival research and interviews with survivors, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Arthur Browne has created an
important and compelling social history of New York, revealed a fascinating episode in the life of Langston Hughes, and delivered the riveting
life and times of a remarkable and unjustly forgotten man, setting Samuel Battle where he belongs in the pantheon of American civil rights
pioneers.
Change your ATTITUDE. Change your BUSINESS. Change your FUTURE. What’s stopping you from making the changes your business
needs to thrive? The most dangerous move in business is the failure to make a move at all. The history of business is filled with companies
that are no more because their leaders refused to enact change when the writing was on the wall. Fear. Apathy. Lack of personal
responsibility. These simple human flaws can turn a good company into a dead company. The writing on the wall has never been clearer than
it is now—and marketing phenomenon Jeffrey Hayzlett is on a mission to make you see it, understand it, and heed it. Today’s business
environment is so competitive and volatile that you can’t afford to be satisfied with business as usual. You must make changes now to
compete in the future. Building on the principles and concepts in his first book The Mirror Test, Hayzlett takes you on a step-by-step journey
to: Develop a “takeover mentality” for your business Summon the vision and courage necessary for driving change Sharpen the mental and
emotional toughness to make strategic, lasting change Execute the right changes and deal with any disruptions they might cause Sustain and
manage your company’s new-found momentum Change is already happening all around you—to products, to organizations, to entire
industries. Eventually, it will happen to your company, whether from outside forces or your own initiative. You’ve always had the ability to
institute positive change in your company. Now, with Running the Gauntlet, you have the inspiration and knowledge to make it happen and
take control of it—instead of letting it control you. Praise for Running the Gauntlet "If the shoe fits, wear it! Jeff's advice fits any hard-charging
business owner and leader." —Tony Hsieh, New York Times bestselling author of Delivering Happiness and CEO, Zappos.com “I've seen a
lot of sharks, and Hayzlett's advice comes like a Hammerhead. He can smell blood from a mile away, so when Hayzlett jumps in big waters,
some sharks have to jump out.” —Daymond John, founder and CEO, FUBU, and star of ABC’s business show Shark Tank “If Jeff were a
wine, it would be strong, sassy, and bold - just like his savvy business advice. This is a wine you want to open again and again.” —Gary
Vaynerchuk, co-founder, Vaynermedia.com "Running the Gauntlet just played the Trump Card. This book is terrific!" —Ivanka Trump, EVP
Trump Organization "It's time someone grabs you (and your business) by the shirt collar and shakes you! Strap on your chaps—business
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celebrity Jeff Hayzlett is going to take you on a rough-and-tumble ride that just might change the life of your business forever. Muster the
courage and buy this book!" —Darren Hardy, Publisher, SUCCESS magazine, and bestselling author of The Compound Effect
In the 1920s they were called stags, smokes, or blue movies;todayit's adult films. But until now, apart from brief summaries infilm historiesand
scholarlyarticles, there has been no complete history ofthepornographic film industry. That gap is fill.
One of the earliest memoirs by an American Indian, Chainbreaker presents the recollections of a Seneca chief, also known as Governor
Blacksnake. A fighter in the American Revolution who lived more than a century, Chainbreaker told his story as an old man in the 1840s to a
fellow Seneca, Benjamin Williams, who translated it and committed it to paper. Epic in scale and yet intensely personal, Chainbreaker's story
provides a rare Native view of warfare and diplomacy during a crucial period in American history. His account is only fully available in this
edition, featuring extensive commentary by Thomas S. Abler. Thomas S. Abler is a professor of anthropology at the University of Waterloo.
He is the author of Hinterland Warriors and Military Dress: European Empires and Exotic Uniforms.
Kentucky is most commonly associated with horses, tobacco fields, bourbon, and coal mines. There is much more to the state, though, than
stories of feuding families and Colonel Sanders’ famous fried chicken. Kentucky has a rich and often compelling history, and James C.
Klotter and Freda C. Klotter introduce readers to an exciting story that spans 12,000 years, looking at the lives of Kentuckians from Native
Americans to astronauts. The Klotters examine all aspects of the state’s history—its geography, government, social life, cultural
achievements, education, and economy. A Concise History of Kentucky recounts the events of the deadly frontier wars of the state’s early
history, the divisive Civil War, and the shocking assassination of a governor in 1900. The book tells of Kentucky’s leaders from Daniel Boone
and Henry Clay to Abraham Lincoln, Mary Breckinridge, and Muhammad Ali. The authors also highlight the lives of Kentuckians, both famous
and ordinary, to give a voice to history. The Klotters explore Kentuckians’ accomplishments in government, medicine, politics, and the arts.
They describe the writing and music that flowered across the state, and they profile the individuals who worked to secure equal rights for
women and African Americans. The book explains what it was like to work in the coal mines and explains the daily routine on a nineteenthcentury farm. The authors bring Kentucky’s story to the twenty-first century and talk about the state’s modern economy, where auto
manufacturing jobs are replacing traditional agricultural work. A collaboration of the state historian and an experienced educator, A Concise
History of Kentucky is the best single resource for Kentuckians new and old who want to learn more about the past, present, and future of the
Bluegrass State.
"This comprehensively researched, well-written book represents the definitive account of Robert E. Lee’s triumph over Union leader John
Pope in the summer of 1862. . . . Lee’s strategic skills, and the capabilities of his principal subordinates James Longstreet and Stonewall
Jackson, brought the Confederates onto the field of Second Manassas at the right places and times against a Union army that knew how to
fight, but not yet how to win."–Publishers Weekly
Private Jacob Murray, a twenty-six-year-old Pennsylvanian volunteer in the ranks of George Washington’s Virginia Provincial Militia, is
scouting the dense, almost impassable Ohio Valley wilderness in May 1754. Together with his twin brother, Israel, and two Mingo warriors,
Jacob searches for a party of French troops encroaching on British soil. Back at home, Murray’s wife, Maggie, and their four children carve
out a meager existence until a group of French and Huron war parties raid their small farm. Taken captive, they are unsure if they will live to
see their husband and father again. With word spreading that French-backed Huron raiding parties are decimating the Pennsylvania
countryside and taking white captives, young Major Washington, Murray, and a French officer bent on revenge are destined to cross paths.
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As three hostile powers continue to vie for control of the coveted Ohio Valley, a war soon begins that will engulf them all. The Gauntlet
Runner tells a tale of fractured lives, broken treaties, and the stark realities of the struggles faced by early American settlers as they risk their
lives to cultivate the young, formidable nation.
In 2003, Coalition Forces led by America and Great Britain invaded Iraq. In the immediate aftermath the country was left lawless and in
turmoil. The army had disintegrated and the police force was none existent. Much of the once powerful nation's infrastructure was smashed
and destroyed while the rest of the country, after years of crippling sanctions, had fallen in to disrepair. Western construction companies
moved in to begin the rebuilding of Iraq and all the while, the insurgency campaign gained momentum. Kidnappings and attacks on
westerners were becoming more frequent and larger, in both scale and daring. The death toll was rising. Many professional soldiers, from all
over the world, realised that a lot of money could be made on the ever growing second front of the Iraq war. They left in their droves to join
the 'Gold Rush'. Soon, these privately funded soldiers found themselves caught in savage and brutal attacks and gun battles in the streets of
Iraq on a daily basis. Running the Gauntlet: The Private War in Iraq is the no punches pulled true account of one man's experiences of the
anarchy that reigned after the fall of Saddam.
Between the entry of the US and the end of the Second World War in Europe, the three huge Cunard liners Aquitania, Queen Mary and
Queen Elizabeth carried a million GIs and British Empire troops across the North Atlantic at up to 16,000 men per voyage - without either
naval or air escort. What became known as the 'Shuttle Service' was a great gamble, but it was considered a risk worth taking since it was
the only way so many men could be transported to the theatre of war so quickly: indeed, Churchill reckoned they shortened the war by a
whole year. The ships themselves were very fast, and were armed for self-defence, but to avoid potential U-boat traps they relied heavily on
intelligence, now known to be the product of 'Ultra' (decoded Enigma traffic). The author, as a young Australian naval reservist, served as a
cipher officer on these ships, so was at the centre of this work. Although he was not supposed to, he kept a private journal, and his
attendance at sailing conferences allowed him to record details that would otherwise have been lost.
The submarine was undoubtedly the most potent purely naval weapon of the twentieth century. In two world wars, enemy underwater
campaigns were very nearly successful in thwarting Allied hopes of victory - indeed, annihilation of Japanese shipping by US Navy
submarines is an indicator of what might have been. That the submarine was usually defeated is a hugely important story in naval history, yet
this is the first book to treat the subject as a whole in a readable and accessible manner. It concerns individual heroism and devotion to duty,
but also ingenuity, technical advances and originality of tactical thought. What developed was an endless battle between forces above and
below the surface, where a successful innovation by one side eventually produces a counter-measure by the other in a lethal struggle for
supremacy. Development was not a straight line: wrong ideas and assumptions led to defeat and disaster.
Pulitzer-Prize-winner and bestselling author C. Vann Woodward recreates the gripping account of the battle for Leyte Gulf—the greatest naval
battle of World War II and the largest engagement ever fought on the high seas. For the Japanese, it represented their supreme effort; they
committed to action virtually every operational fighting ship on the lists of the Imperial Navy, including two powerful new battleships of the
Yamato class. It also ended in their greatest defeat—and a tremendous victory for the United States Navy. Features a new introduction by
Evan Thomas, author of Sea of Thunder.
In February 1942, three of the major ships of the German surface fleet – the battle-cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, and the heavy
cruiser Prinz Eugen – stormed out of the harbour at Brest on a dramatic voyage back to Germany. Passing through the straights of Dover, the
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ships faced everything the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy could throw at them. In a dramatic running fight, the ships managed to sail
right under the nose of history's greatest maritime nation to reach the safety of Germany. The brilliantly executed operation brought great
humiliation to the British – Hitler, who had developed the plan, had judged perfectly the reaction of the British command to the Channel Dash.
This book tells the complete story of this great race, from the planning through to the repercussions of this unique Germany victory.
Richard Overy plumbs over 3,000 years of history, from the Fall of Troy in 1200 BC to the Fall of Baghdad in 2003, to locate the 100 battles
that he believes the most momentous. Arranged by themes such as leadership, innovation, deception, and courage under fire, Overy
presents engaging essays on each battle that together provide a rich picture of how combat has changed through the ages, as well as
highlighting what has remained consistent despite advances in technology.
Having escaped death in Australia, Sam endures a dangerous sea voyage back to England, where he rejoins the Navy and becomes
midshipman on the Victory as it prepares for the Battle of Trafalgar.
While the Monitor and Merrimack are the most famous of the Civil War ironclads, the Confederacy had another ship in its flotilla that carried
high hopes and a metal hull. The makeshift CSS Arkansas, completed by Lt. Isaac Newton Brown and manned by a mixed crew of
volunteers, gave the South a surge of confidence when it launched in 1862. For 28 days of summer, the ship engaged in five battles with
Union warships, falling victim in the end only to her own primitive engines. The saga of the CSS Arkansas represents the last significant
Rebel naval activity in the war’s Western theater.
William Miller Owen served as first lieutenant and adjutant of the Battalion Washington Artillery of New Orleans. Realizing at the time of his
service the importance of an accurate, objective account of his exploits, Owen set out to keep a record of the events up until the surrender of
General Lee. Later, using his own diary as a starting point, he compiled a manuscript for publication. This is his account. Owen hoped that his
manuscript would be used for the compiling of later histories. It includes a detailed record from the Battle of Bull Run to Appomattox and
Spanish Fort, along with illustrated maps and engravings. This is an exact reproduction of Owen's manuscript, with the addition of three
illustrations.
DIVFrom 1939 to the defeat of Nazi Germany in 1945, Allied ships and planes fought U-boats and other German warships to protect
merchant shipping on the unforgiving North Atlantic./div
The British army in 1879 was small and professional. Men enlisted for twelve years of service (with the option of re-enlisting for a further
nine), and had to be between eighteen and twenty-five years old, fit and unmarried. Their pay compared favourably with labourers' wages.
Privates were the lowest and most numerous rank. Above them came the NCOs (non-commissioned officers), rising through corporal,
sergeant to colour- or staff-sergeant. The Zulu army was not a professional one as was the British. Almost all Zulu men served in it, but only
for part of their time. The Zulu military system was based on the ibutho, or age-grade regiment.
After the United States entered World War II in December 1941, three Cunard White Star liners, Aquitania, Queen Mary, and Queen
Elizabeth, began the epic mission of transporting millions of GIs and British Empire troops across the North Atlantic. Without the protection of
naval or air escort, these three ships formed the nucleus of the "Atlantic shuttle service" that relied heavily on speed and decoded Ultra
intelligence to avoid potential U-boat traps. This gripping story is based on a secret journal kept by the author, a Royal Australian Navy
lieutenant who served as the cipher officer aboard the Aquitania for fifty-three of her Atlantic crossings. His insider's account of the classified
sailing conferences and massive logistics obstacles is complimented by light-hearted observations of wartime New York and London. This
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recounting of a little-known aspect of Battle of the Atlantic is an authoritative, well-illustrated volume that will appeal to everyone interested in
one of the great planning feats of World War II.

This concise and cogent history of the Mexico/U.S. border conflict analyzes the acts that led to the current U.S. policy
and its effects on immigration. • Primary source documents include presidential papers, treaties, UN reports, and more •
Presents a chronology of major events in both the United States and Mexico over time • Provides three maps of Texas
prior to the creation of the Texas Republic • Includes a comprehensive bibliography across academic disciplines
"A guide to references commonly used in speech and writing. Explains more than 900 allusions. Entries include
examples from today's leading media. A must for serious readers, language lovers, and ESL students."
The Battle for Baqubah: Killing Our Way Out is a firsthand account—and sometimes a minute-by-minute tale—of a raw, inyour-face street fight with Al Qaeda militants over a fifteen-month span in the volatile Diyala Province of Iraq. This story is
presented through the eyes of a first sergeant serving with B Company 1-12 Cavalry (Bonecrushers), 1st Cavalry
Division, out of Fort Hood, Texas. The author takes the reader into the midst of the conflict in and around
Baqubah—Iraq’s “City of Death”—a campaign that lasted most of 2007. The author and his fellow Bonecrushers watched
as the city went from sectarian fighting amongst the Shiite and Sunnis, to an all-out jihad against the undermanned and
dangerously dispersed US forces within Baqubah and the outlying areas.
Running the GauntletThe Battles for the Barents SeaRunning the GauntletThe Private War In IraqAuthorHouse
History is often measured by records of great leaders and events. Nicholas P. Hardeman convinces us that American
history can be measured but the shaping force of a quiet monarch—corn. In fact, corn was more than king, it was a way of
life, and Hardeman enthusiastically demonstrates that in order to understand the settling and development of America we
must know about corn and its influence. Perhaps no volume has come closer to the grass roots of pre-twentieth century
America. The history of American worship of property, love of the land, and the work ethic has its source in this country’s
discovery of the values of corn. When Hardeman speaks of values, he emphasizes the human as equal to the economic
values. He describes corn growing in early America from clearing the land through planting, cultivating, and harvesting,
as it was done on the single-family farm, once the mainstay of American agriculture. He talks about the problems and the
hard work of corn growing that led to an explosion of agricultural innovation, mostly American in origin, in the nineteenth
century. The author gives his attention as well to corn’s ancestry and the role of the Indians in developing all six major
varieties of corn. He discusses in detail the many uses of corn as food and drink and its scores of nonfood applications.
Overall, Hardeman casts a glow on the “picturesque, symmetrical, checkered cornfields” of a time past. Corn was more
than a commodity to the pioneer. It was a social phenomenon during every phase of its culture and especially in the
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husking bee, the most popular event of the entire pioneer era. Corn was integral to nearly all American culture—our
language, literature, art, and mythology. “Frontiers have been erased . . . but in the subconscious of our cultural
undergirding, they are with us yet—those phantom shocks in measured rows, the clamorous birds spiraling on set wings to
waiting grain fields below, the rhythmic thudding of hominy blocks, the creaking of wheels and crackling of corncob fires.”
The warrior leapt on her like a starving wolf on a lamb. Pressing a large knife to her throat, he pinned her down. His free
hand grabbed her thick skirts and undershirt, and he yanked them over her head. She screamed again and again. I tried
to turn away but could not. Shame flooded me. Ellen had been my best friend for five years. We had seen the trading
post prosper. Her gentle Huguenot spirit had succored me through difficulties. I had grown into a better woman because
of her faith. And I knew how her violation felt. Had I not fled France sixteen years ago because of my own humiliation?
Had I not been devastated by my abuse while at Versailles?Trapped in the extravagance and the artifice of the French
court during the reign of the Sun King, Louis the XIV, Madeleine de Roybon D'Allone becomes desperate for an escape.
When the king himself offers her the opportunity to flee to the New World, Madeleine eagerly accepts. Madeleine soon
embarks on a new life in Ontario, but the trials of her past are not so easily left behind. Life on the frontier is fraught with
its own opportunities and danger. Madeleine explores roles such as teacher to the Hurons, lady voyageur, and proprietor
of a fur-trading post on Lake Ontario. Yet when the Iroquois attack her homestead and take her captive, her life and
spiritual faith change forever. Based on the actual life of Madeleine de Roybon D'Allone,White Heartis a compelling story
of faith, love, and recovery.
The Battle of the Crater is one of the lesser known yet most interesting battles of the Civil War. This book, detailing the
onset of brutal trench warfare at Petersburg, Virginia, digs deeply into the military and political background of the battle.
Beginning by tracing the rival armies through the bitter conflicts of the Overland Campaign and culminating with the siege
of Petersburg and the battle intended to lift that siege, this book offers a candid look at the perception of the campaign by
both sides.
Paul Krause calls upon the methods and insights of labor history, intellectual history, anthropology, and the history of technology to situate
the events of the lockout and their significance in the broad context of America’s Guilded Age. Utilizing extensive archival material, much of it
heretofore unknown, he reconstructs the social, intellectual, and political climate of the burgeoning post-Civil War steel industry.
From September 1939 to the Blitzkrieg of May 1940, 'Run The Gauntlet' follows the adventures of an RAF light bomber squadron at the
beginning of World War Two. Having traded in their Fairey Batttles for new Bristol Blenheims, Falcon Squadron are off to war. The CO, Wing
Commander Winwright must overcome the lethargy of peacetime and mould his unit into an effective fighting force. Pilot Officer Chandler is
the new arrival and the welcome has not been exactly friendly. The old hands view him with suspicion and he must survive friendly fire as well
as enemy action to show them what he is capable of. On a routine training flight, Flying Officer Hagen catches a glimpse of the hell that is
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waiting for all of them if they let their guard down for a moment.Facing the battle hardened Luftwaffe, Falcon Squadron are about to discover
that war is far from a game.Supporting the Blenheim Society. This novel has been written with technical input from members of the Blenheim
Society based at Duxford. The worlds only flying Blenheim is owned, operated by Blenheim (Duxford) Ltd who are the trustees of the aircraft
and she was restored to fly under the auspices of the Aircraft Restoration Company who provide the licence coverage. Operating such a rare
aircraft is an expensive undertaking so 1 from every novel sold is donated to help keep this warbird in the air for future generations to enjoy.
A history of the military campaigns near Fort Ticonderoga, New York, in 1758.
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